40th Anniversary of HKWSA – All Women’s / Youth’s Cable Wakeboard
Championships for the Celebration of the 20th Anniversary of the
Establishment of the HKSAR
Bulletin
When

16 September (Saturday)
10:00am – 6:00 p.m.

Where

Core Aqua Park HK
2 Hung Lam Dr., Taipo, Hong Kong

Organiser

Hong Kong Water Ski Association (HKWSA) Cable Division

Events

Competition category : Cable Wakeboard
- Women’s Open
- Women’s Master (age 30 or above, born in 1987 or earlier)
- Junior girls & boys (age 16 or below, born in 2001 or later)

Awards

Medals would be awarded to the top 3 winners of each event category of 40th Anniversary
of HKWSA – All Women’s / Youth’s Cable Wakeboard Championships for the Celebration of
the 20th Anniversary of the Establishment of the HKSAR

Entry
Requirement

-

Registration &
Fees

Registration fee of $300 per event

All participants need to be HKWSA member in order to join the competition
(Membership application: http://www.waterski.org.hk/english/e_application.htm)
- The event is for Hong Kong residents who are holding a valid Hong Kong ID card.
- Non Hong Kong ID Card holders are welcome to compete however they will not receive
a title.
Entry is available on a first-come, first-served basis. The Organizer reserves the right to
close entries before the deadline without prior notice

If the event is cancelled prior to the start of competition, due to bad weather or other
circumstances, entry fee will be refunded to the enrolled riders by cheques, so please
provide your full name on the enrolment form.
Applications from riders with outstanding payments for past events will not be accepted
unless he/she provides payment evidence or settle the outstanding payment.
Please note that we will ONLY accept enrollments sent by email or by fax or applied
in person. Enrollments sent by smartphone communication applications such as
Whatsapp, Line, Tango etc will be automatically disregarded.
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Only enrolment forms issued by HKWSA & completed by the participant will be accepted.
Email registration, phone registration, or entry forms designed by others will not be
accepted.
Camera/smartphone-captured bank slip or entry form is unacceptable.
Deadline

Enquiry Hotline: HKWSA (852) 2504-8168 ; hkwsa@hkolympic.org.

6pm on Thursday, 07 Sept 2017
However late entries are accepted at an extra charge of HKD100. They will be placed first
on the comp starting list.
Please email or fax your completed entry form to HKWSA. Email: hkwsa@hkolympic.org;
Fax #: (852) 3113-0613.
Riders must bank-in the competition fees HK$250 (if you are entering wake skate as well
as wakeboard there is an extra fee of HK$100 no need to pay entry twice.) to bank
account of “Hong Kong Water Ski Association Limited” and fax a copy of the deposit slip
together with full name to HKWSA to quality.
Please note that all entries to be confirmed upon receipt of payment.
Standard Chartered Bank: 574-0-103041-2 Hong Kong Water Ski Association Limited
Saturday, 09 Sept 2017
Competitors lists will be posted on HKWSA website at www.waterski.org.hk

Format &
Scoring

1.

Riders will be judged in a FREERIDE format only. Features may be used.

2. Riders will be judged on their equal use of both air tricks and features. Depending on
the format of the competition and the quantity of features or possibilities to do air
tricks, the weighting may be adapted by the Chief Judge and would be explained in the
coming week.
3. Up and down the course 2 times is considered one round. Once you fall that is the end
of the round, each run consisting of combinations of inverts, grabs, rotational tricks,
and features. Riders may perform any tricks they choose in any order they wish. The
best run of the two runs will carry the end score.
4. Judging of the routine begins when the rider enters the course and ends when the
rider exits the course or falls and loses the handle.
5. Competitions systems must be run in automatic mode, the operator is not allowed to
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slow down for turns or tricks.
6. Judging will be SUBJECTIVE only. There will be no predetermined points for any
tricks.
Technical performance = 50 %
(Level and variety of tricks performed = what did the rider perform)
Judges look for the variety and diversity of tricks in a flowing creative sequence. In the
judge’s eyes, a better rider is one who throws a balanced variety of inverts, spins, heel
side, toe side, switch, blind tricks, and handle passes etc., using both air tricks and
features.
Impression = 50 %
(Airtime, mastery, style and control of tricks = how did the rider perform)
How impressive was the routine, how big did the rider go? For Slider and Kicker, how
controlled and balanced is the rider? The judges look for the degree of effort in each
maneuver performed and in the overall run. Does the Rider show his personal style in the
trick performed? Is the trick grabbed, boned, tweaked, shifted? Are the tricks landed
cleanly? How good is the body position in the air? How long was the trick grabbed? How
good is the approach /cut of the tricks, the flow in the run?
7. Repetition of tricks during one run will not be scored but a rider can repeat tricks from
the first run in his second run.
8. Any trick performed outside of the course or using the pull of a deflection pulley will
NOT be scored.
How to get
there?

- Core Aqua Park HK
Hung Lam Dr., Tai Po Kau, Hong Kong
Visit: https://www.facebook.com/corehkg/ or https://www.corehk.net/

Note

Before the competition:
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

Bad weather
arrangement

All entries to be confirmed upon receipt of payment.
Entry fee is not refundable once application is accepted, except in the event of
cancellation.
All judges’ decisions are final.
Event categories and schedules may be adjusted at the Organiser’s discretion
depending on weather, time and participant numbers.
All riders must attend the judging briefing; otherwise they may not be allowed to
ride.

Chief Judge and Organizer will have the final say.
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